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Abstract: A persistent problem in UK hospitals is that of delayed discharges, where patients who are
fit for discharge continue to occupy beds whilst awaiting care packages from Social Care. Integrated
Care Systems (ICSs) in which Health and Social Care collaborate are now a major NHS initiative, the
thinking being that such spending will have direct cost savings to health by freeing up expensive
beds. The premise of this paper is that the benefits to health of assisting Social Care could also reduce
a number of serious indirect costs and provide wide-ranging benefits to hospital patients, staff and
budgets. This is accomplished by reducing the congestion arising from the use of many painful
internal coping strategies and unintended consequences, which hospitals have to resort to when
constrained by a lack of discharge solutions. The paper explores new and novel ways of using generic
systems archetypes to create a hypothesis linking general Integrated Care Systems to congestion
reduction throughout hospitals. Rather than use archetypes individually, they are applied here
collectively in tandem. These are named ‘cascaded archetypes’, where the unintended consequence
of one archetype becomes the driver for the next and are useful where fundamental solutions to
problems are difficult to implement and unintended consequences must be dealt with.

Keywords: health; social care; integrated care; hospital; delayed hospital discharges; strategy;
congestion; capacity; archetypes; unintended consequences

1. Introduction

For many years, hospitals in the UK and other government-funded health systems
have struggled with the problem of delayed discharges. Typically, a relatively small number
of usually older patients cannot be discharged due to a lack of continuing Health and Social
Care capacity (care packages) although they have been declared as “medically fit” for
discharge. The problem has been well documented [1–3] but despite many attempts at
rectification it remains [4–6].

This paper builds on two very recent developments in Health and Systems Thinking,
which have the potential to help the problem. The first is the formation of Integrated Care
Systems (ICSs) within Health and Social Care [7], and the second is the development of
new methods for communicating complex feedback structure.

1.1. Developments in Health—Integrated Care Systems

Integrated Care Systems denotes ways of coordinating the delivery of diverse health
and social care services to the same person, based on the belief that services should be
centred on the person, not the provider [8]. Within the UK, there are now different variations
in each of England, Scotland, Wales, and Northern Ireland [9], mainly aimed at interventions
to keep people out of hospital to reduce delayed hospital discharges. Rather than wait
for government action to improve the funding of Social Care, trials are underway in
places for health to both subsidise domiciliary social care wages and ‘discharge to assess’
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facilities [10–12]. The benefits to health of these trials are being assessed mainly in terms of
their direct benefits, such as maintaining the viability of Social Care delivery in the face
of government spending cuts and saving the costs of expensive hospital beds. The flow
of patients through health and social care is analogous to a supply chain and it seems
logical that the most powerful actor in the chain (health) should subsidise the weakest for a
win/win outcome.

However, it is the premise of this paper that the potential savings to health from
integrated care initiatives are being significantly underestimated by not taking into account
their potential to reduce many indirect costs associated with delayed discharges. These
costs result from congestion which builds up at both the front and rear end of hospitals
pathways. Delayed discharges reduce hospital capacity and admissions and increase patient
waiting times. However, more damagingly, they cause hospitals to resort to numerous
unofficial coping strategies to maintain patient throughput, each of which have numerous
and serious unintended consequences for patients, staff and costs and which, ultimately,
tend to defeat their purpose. These strategies are becoming so necessary and common that
that they have become embedded in hospital practice and their unintended consequences,
by necessity, overlooked.

Increases in congestion in hospital accident and emergency departments and wards is
undoubtably due in part to increases in population aging and there are ongoing attempts
to reduce demand by such things as same day emergency care, urgent treatment centres
and primary care networks. However, it is too easy to blame all congestion on external
demand and a cornerstone of system dynamics is to look for internal system drivers of
problems. It is suggested here that hospital congestion is significantly compounded by the
use of internal coping strategies. Indeed, as shown later the use of coping strategies can
cause both health service supply problems as well as latent demand surges.

1.2. Developments in Systems Thinking

Determining and communication of complex feedback structure to facilitate system
change is one of the axioms of system dynamics and this paper uses a new and novel
approach which represents the cumulation of work over many years by the author to trace
and demonstrate feedback connections between Health and Social Care [13–20]. One of the
cornerstones of this work has been the judicial blend of qualitative and quantitative system
dynamics, with qualitative hypotheses leading to testing with quantitative models and to
further qualitative hypotheses. Numerous early models were quantitative and embedded
the benefits to health of eliminating elements of coping strategies and individual generic
archetypes were often used to explain unintended consequences. Discussions of the early
quantitative work with health care staff have led over time to the surfacing of a much wider
range of coping strategies with multiple unintended consequences. System dynamics has
proven to be a valuable tool in teasing out the way in which organisations really work in
response to the stress of capacity constraints. These coping strategies are all embodied in
the next stage of qualitative analysis described in this paper. The resultant hypothesis is an
amalgam of knowledge captured from health and social care professionals and from the
modeler. A modeler who is also a domain expert, may be able to trace interconnections that
those inside the field can sometimes miss and to link them to new initiatives such as ICSs.

The medium for communicating the hypothesis is to use generic systems archetypes
collectively in tandem, rather than the more conventional approach of using them individ-
ually. These collective archetypes are named cascaded archetypes, where the unintended
consequence of one archetype becomes the driver for the next and they are particularly
useful in communicating situations where solutions are difficult to implement, and unin-
tended consequences must be dealt with. The approach provides a balance between the use
of individual system archetypes and the use of full causal loop diagrams. Some interesting
choices must be made between keeping each archetype free-standing for simplicity, whilst
showing important interlocking between them. The generic nature of the method could
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have wide application in other systems where capacity constraints inhibit achievement and
informal strategies need to be surfaced.

1.3. The Aims, Impact and Shape of the Paper

It is hoped that approach described herein will communicate better the need to balance
Health and Social Care capacities, lead to hospitals working more within their design
capacities and justify further specific ICS initiatives to reduce the costs of internal coping
strategies and congestion. Whilst no specific integrated care initiatives are defined in the
paper, it is postulated that linking Integrated Care Systems generally to hospital congestion
and communicating the wider benefits in a succinct and compelling manor could boost the
case for and number and shape of specific initiatives.

Indeed, the use of cascading archetypes is already making a significant impact on
Health policy within the NHS and will be subject to further quantification studies:

‘We have found the thinking in this paper tremendously useful. It is a revelation and my
favourite new idea. It provides a new way of thinking about the problems of Health and
Social Care and how to improve our justification of Integrated Care Systems’.

Steven Wyatt, Head of Research and Policy,

NHS Strategy Unit

The paper will:

1. Restate and recast the essence of coping strategies,
2. Review generic system archetypes and introduce cascaded archetypes
3. Apply cascaded archetypes to tracing the linkages between delayed discharges and

hospital congestion, together with the role of ICSs in reducing negative outcomes.
4. Reflect on the benefits and limitations of cascaded archetypes as a tool of system

dynamics

2. A Brief Summary and Clustering of Hospital Coping Strategies

Five hospital internal coping strategies have been identified that are becoming per-
manent features of hospital practice (This list of hospital coping strategies first appeared
in Chapter 10 in The Dynamics of Care. Springer, Cham, and is published here with the
permission of Springer). These are effectively complex ‘unofficial’ pathways into, through
and out of hospital. A summary of the literature on these strategies has been presented
elsewhere [19].

A new way of thinking about these coping strategies introduced here is to cluster
them into two groups. The first group is entitled ‘patient absorption’. It is suggested that
this group is usually employed in the first instance as capacity becomes constrained. The
second is entitled ‘patient expulsion and exclusion’ and it is suggested that this group is
usually employed as a last resort when hospital space, costs and congestion are approaching
breaking point. The strategies are:

2.1. Patient Absorption Strategies

1. Overspill wait areas (escalation beds): When pressure on accident and emergency
departments in hospitals is high there is little choice but to accommodate patients
as best as possible, which means using temporary admission wards, corridors and
ambulances.

2. Transfer of unscheduled patients to scheduled beds (boarders or outliers): Another
way of making room for unscheduled (emergency) patients is to transfer them to
scheduled (elective) beds.

2.2. Patient Expulsion and Exclusion Strategies

1. Early/premature hospital discharge: The early discharge of patients is a means of
freeing up beds on an individual basis.
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2. Hospital demand management: Demand management is defined here to mean re-
ductions in GPs referrals from primary to secondary health care, which is now often
carried out with commissioning group approval.

3. Spot purchase of social care beds: The purchase of Social Care beds directly by
hospitals to facilitate patient discharge is a way of freeing up beds on a group basis,
with some hospitals actually buying Care Homes for this purpose.

The unintended consequences of these coping strategies are complex and will be
described in the cascaded archetypes presented later in the paper.

3. A Review of Generic Systems Archetypes

Causal loop diagrams (CLDs) have long been part of the system dynamics approach as
a way of extracting the underlying feedback loops in organisations and models, responsible
for their behaviour over time. However, CLDs can themselves be complex.

System archetypes simplify understanding of feedback structure by capturing and
categorising common groups of feedback loops [21,22] responsible for generic patterns of
behaviour over time and numerous archetypes have been reported [23–26].

Since there are only two types of feedback loop (reinforcing and balancing), it was sug-
gested by this author that archetypes could be simplified even more. That is by condensing
them down to 4 core types, representing the four ways of ordering the two loop types [17]
and defining them in two forms; problem and solution archetypes. This core group were
shown to be capable of subsuming a wide range of existing archetypes [17].

The 4 core, generic archetypes representing the four ways of ordering a pair of rein-
forcing and balancing feedback loops, were defined as:

1. Underachievement: where intended reinforcing action is diminished by balancing
unintended consequences,

2. Out of Control: where intended balancing control is diminished by reinforcing unin-
tended consequences,

3. Relative achievement: where intended reinforcing action is diminished by reinforcing
unintended consequences,

4. Relative control: where intended balancing control is diminished by balancing unin-
tended consequences.

This paper will focus on under-achievement and out-of-control archetypes since they
are the ones used in the later hospital analysis. Figures 1–4 show these two archetypes in
problem and solution forms.

In contrast to earlier writing by this author [17], the intended outcome for a reinforcing
feedback loop will be defined as the realisation of an opportunity and the intended outcome
for a balancing feedback loop will be defined as containment of a threat.

Notation: Actions and intended consequences will be shown in thick causal links and
bold text. Unintended consequences will be shown in thin causal links and italics. A
positive sign will be used to depict a causal link between variables in the same direction.
A negative sign will be used to depict a causal link between variables in the opposite
directions. A balancing feedback loop is defined as one which contains an odd number of
negative causal links which gives rise to its control behaviour over time towards a target.
A reinforcing feedback loop is defined as one which contains none or an even number of
negative causal links which gives rise to its exponential behaviour over time (virtuous
or vicious).
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3.1. Underachievement Archetype

The problem version of this archetype (Figure 1) consists of a reinforcing loop intended
to generate growth in an opportunity over time, but this is countered by a balancing
unintended consequence loop which inhibits the growth, occurring across a boundary
(physical or mental barrier) and after a delay, both of which can mask the unintended
consequence. Although shown as two loops, in practice the unintended consequence loop
of the archetype may subsume a number of detrimental balancing effects giving rise to a
variety of behaviours over time. Figure 1 shows an example of one such behaviour.

When the underachievement happens it is only too easy to blame external factors,
rather than accept it as being seeded by the earlier action—a realisation of the systems
message that today’s problems are often yesterday’s solutions.

The solution version of the archetype is shown in Figure 2. This suggests that if the
unintended consequence can be pre-empted, a possible solution exit by introducing a
second action in parallel with the first to reduce the impact of the unintended consequence
and hence compliment the intended reinforcing loop.

A health-related example of this archetype would be investment in hospital capacity
to increase the number of interventions, but this might result in more delayed discharges
and actually reduce the effective capacity. A solution might be to make a corresponding
investment in Social Care capacity.

3.2. Out-of-Control Archetype (Figures 3 and 4)

In this case, the problem archetype consists of a balancing feedback loop intended to re-
duce an exogenous rising threat (Figure 3), perhaps to a target level, but this is undermined
by a reinforcing unintended consequence loop, again occurring across a boundary and
after a delay, which mask the unintended consequences. Again, in practice, the unintended
consequence loop may subsume a number of (this time) detrimental reinforcing effects
giving rise to a variety of behaviours over time. Figure 3 shows one of these where each
time the action is applied control is re-established, but only for limited periods.

As before, if the unintended consequence can be pre-empted, a possible solution
exit by introducing a second action in parallel with the first to reduce the impact of the
unintended consequence and hence compliment the intended balancing loop (Figure 4).

A health-related example would be the introduction of additional beds to control
(reduce) patient waiting times, but these might stimulate demand and quickly fill up with
waiting times increasing again. A solution might be to combine this action with measures
to inhibit demand.

4. An Introduction to Cascaded and Interlocking Systems Archetypes

The generic archetypes in the last section were originally perceived as being useful
in an individual context. However, it is suggested here that they can have a wider role
collectively in tandem to capture actions and reactions in complex feedback situations. This
is particularly true where solution links in individual archetypes have been identified, but
proved difficult, if not impossible, to implement.

Rather than deploy solution links, it is far more common for new reactive strategies
to be employed by groups of stakeholders to deal with unintended consequences. Such
reactions can spawn a new archetype to address the unintended consequence of the first
archetype. The key to drawing this situation is to understand that the unintended conse-
quence variable of the first archetype becomes the driving variable of the second archetype.
It is then possible to consider that the action of the second archetype (in addition to coun-
tering the unintended consequence of the first archetype), may have its own unintended
consequence(s) which could be depicted with in a third archetype.

This sequence can happen repeatedly and give rise to chains of archetypes, defined
here as a set of cascaded archetypes.

Each archetype in a chain may well be linked to the same system and these links
would all be shown in a full causal loop diagram. Such causal maps can be self-defeating
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as a means of communication due to the number of interconnections contained and cas-
caded archetypes strive to reduce the links. In order to achieve this simplifying role, each
archetype can be introduced separately in turn within a story telling context, before the
composite picture of the full cascade is presented.

Some interesting choices must be made between keeping each archetype free-standing
for simplicity, whilst showing important interlocking between them. The term interlocking
archetypes applies to those cascaded archetypes whose unintended consequences link
directly to an opportunity or threat variable of earlier ones. They may in fact be the
same variables.

Within the overall picture, the pattern of each archetype (opportunity/threat-action-
unintended consequence) provides familiar structure and simplicity. It is suggested that
this approach has an intermediate role in communication between the more conventional
use of individual system archetypes and the use of full causal loop diagrams.

It is of interest to note that reactions in each cascaded archetype may be carried out by
different stakeholders reacting in their own interests or by the same group as in the first
archetype, perhaps trying multiple attempts to solve the original problem.

Figure 5 shows an example of a generic representation of cascaded and interlocking
archetypes. This is a cascade of 4 archetypes starting with an underachievement archetype
(top) and 3 out-of-control archetypes. The last of which feeds back on the first. This is a
similar sequence to the one used later to describe hospital congestion. The choice of the
number of archetypes to use is subjective and should be made on the basis of clarity, ease
of grouping of coping actions and their dynamic phasing.
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Starting at the top of Figure 5:

1. archetype 1, underachievement: a reinforcing action to exploit an opportunity is
undermined by balancing unintended consequence 1.

2. archetype 2, out-of-control: in the absence of a solution link, a balancing action
to address the threat of unintended consequence 1 is undermined by reinforcing
unintended consequence 2.

3. archetype 3, out-of-control: again, in the absence of a solution link, a balancing action
to address the threat of unintended consequence 2 is undermined by a reinforcing
unintended consequence 3.

4. archetype 4, out-of-control: again, in the absence of a solution link, a balancing action
to address the threat of unintended consequence 3 is undermined by a reinforcing
unintended consequence 4. This unintended consequence has strong links to the
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variables in the opportunity loop of archetype 1 (or may be the same variables), hence
it is referred to as interlocking with archetype 1.

The important point is that the original actions in the first (prime) archetype in the
chain are not only undermined by their own unintended consequences, but also by the
unintended consequences arising from subsequent actions to counter them.

Cascaded archetypes raise an interesting question not encountered in using individual
archetypes. The convention with individual archetypes is to either start with a reinforcing
feedback loop (opportunity) or a balancing loop (threat) as described earlier. However, if
an archetype is started with a balancing feedback loop, cascaded thinking begs the question
as to whether this threat is already an unintended consequence of a preceding archetype? It
may have a linear source, but it is always worth exploring whether there is some reinforcing
driver of the threat. It there is, it leads to the further question as to whether all cascaded
archetypes should begin with a reinforcing feedback loop? This is certainly true in the
hospital congestion example to follow.

5. Using Cascaded and Interlocking Archetypes to Trace the Links between Delayed
Hospital Discharges, Hospital Congestion and Integrated Care Systems—A Case of
3 Interlocking Archetypes
5.1. Archetype 1

Health service underachievement (an underachievement archetype): investment in
successful hospital interventions increases demand and is limited by delayed discharges,
Figure 6.
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This archetype is a classic example of underachievement and captures the way in
which the demand for health services is driven by both population growth and aging, but
also by health services being a victim of their own success by increasing longevity [27].
The supply response is investment in all types of hospital capacity with the intention
of facilitating admissions and interventions. However, even if this is forthcoming, it
results in problems with delayed discharges resulting from inadequate social care capacity,
which feedback to reduce admissions and to cause underachievement in the number of
hospital interventions.
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The good news is that solutions do exist for this archetype which are shown in Figure 7.
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First, solution link 1 is to expand Social Care capacity in line with Heath capacity
and much previous has work has been aimed at demonstrating the merits of this link.
The assumption has been that being that the government would provide this spending.
However, the reality of implementing this solution has remained elusive since Health is
funded from central government and Social Care is funded from local government. The
new approach, motivating the thinking in this paper, is that an alternative solution might
be pursued. That is for Health to subsidise Social Care to the benefit of both. Figure 7 shows
this as solution link 2 and it is the purpose of this paper is to provide more justification for
it by showing the congestion that arises from not doing so.

In the absence of solutions, hospitals have had to resort to numerous coping strategies,
which can disguise the plight of their predicament.

5.2. Archetype 2

Patient absorption (an out-of-control archetype): using boarders and overspill waiting
areas to counter delayed discharges leads to deteriorating services and rising costs, Figure 8.

The idea of using cascaded archetypes for improved communication is that they can
be introduced one at a time. So, at this point archetype 1 is put to one side and archetype 2
starts with the threat from the unintended consequence of archetype 1—delayed discharges
(highlighted).

However, rather than tackle delayed discharges head on, attention in hospitals is
usually focussed on the consequential problem of delayed admissions at the ‘front end’ of
the patient pathways. In fact, delayed admissions have often not been linked to delayed
discharges, but more to lack of emergency room capacity. A clear case of looking for obvious
solutions close to the symptoms of problems, when the best levers might be quite remote
from the symptoms. This situation is changing, and hospitals now have sophisticated bed
management systems and see freeing up discharges as a key to improving admissions.
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These ‘front end’ issues are addressed by ‘patient absorption’ strategies comprising
‘boarders’ and ‘overspill waiting areas.
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Archetype 2 shows how these 2 coping strategies, are applied in response to admission
problems. Both strategies lead to multiple and reinforcing unintended consequences.

The use of corridor and ambulance waits can lead to treatment inefficiencies and
complications for patients. The use of temporary admissions wards restricts space for
other conditions, and regular out-patient clinics, particularly long-term conditions clinics,
have to be suspended. The use of boarders leads to the cancellation of elective procedures,
redundant surgical teams, unused theatres and increases in the hospital elective waiting
list. The resulting prioritising and rescheduling of elective procedures, places a massive
demand on management and clinical time. Additionally, patients awaiting suspended
clinics and elective operations may need social care, taking valuable capacity away from
hospital discharges.

Both of these coping measures, like any form of bed capacity expansion, can quickly
fill up without solving the flow problem. It is somewhat ironic that, whilst acknowledging
the need for long term bed reductions, hospitals are forced into short term bed expansion.
The coping measures are intended to provide a temporary solution to congestion, but
periods of high demand and suspension of regular treatments are becoming more frequent
and of longer duration. In recent years, there have been times when UK hospitals have
formally cancelled elective operations during periods of high emergency demand.

Boarders and temporary admissions accommodation can also result in patients having
longer stays in hospital, increased mortality rates [28] and reductions in treatment efficiency
and efficacy [29,30]. Treatment efficiency is vital to care and recovery and when diminished
has implications for both patients and staff. The longer patients are in hospital the greater
the chance of infection and increased risk of fatalities. There are significant external issues
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in recruiting and retaining Health staff, but these are compounded by internal coping
strategies. As patient to staff ratios increase staff disillusionment quickly shows up in
staff productivity decline, increases in sick leave, burnout and higher staff turnover, with
its associated loss of knowledge. Space becomes at a premium and budget deficits rise,
perhaps to a point where new investment funds have to go to pay off accrued deficits rather
than to enhance the supply of services [31].

It becomes more and more difficult for hospital management to address these vicious
spirals of declining services and the net effect of the coping strategies is more patient bed-
days in hospital and rising costs with delayed discharges increasing, rather than reducing.

An interesting question is whether there is a solution link for this second archetype on
its own. It is easy to see in hindsight how absorbing more patients might inevitably lead to
congestion and impact staff and patients. However, essential firefighting gives little time to
think ahead to mitigate against these eventualities.

5.3. Archetype 3

Patient expulsion and exclusion (an out-of-control archetype): using early discharge,
demand management and spot purchase of social care to counter deteriorating services and
rising costs leads to reduced investment and increases in unmet need and latent demand
Figure 9.
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As overspending and provision of extra space become more and more difficult to
address, attention of hospital managers and clinicians are inclined towards more radical
coping strategies to relieve congestion pressures. In control engineering terms, from which
System Dynamics emerged, there is a need to find a safety valve. The actions taken tend to
have a ‘rear end’ focus with the intention of directly accelerating hospital discharge, but
they also include stemming demand and hence admissions. They consist of early discharge
of patients, the ‘spot’ purchase by health of social care capacity and demand management.
This second group of coping strategies, in contrast to ‘patient absorption’, are referred to
here as ‘patient expulsion/exclusion’ strategies.

In methodological terms Archetypes 1 and 2 are now put to one side and archetype
3 starts with how to address bed days in hospital (highlighted), space limitation and
accrued deficits.

Early discharge can have serious unintended consequences by compromising patient
safety. It can lead to readmissions and despite many guidelines poor hospital discharge is a
recurring problem [32–36].

Demand management results in pushing demand further back upstream and ulti-
mately this has to be absorbed by primary health care and society [37]. Demand can get
pushed back on to families, charities and communities to create a cumulative unmet need
which can result in further demands on Social Care.

The latent demand associated with early discharge and demand management eventu-
ally adds to demand on hospital services and interventions which add to the need for more
coping strategies and space rather than to relieve them. Interestingly, due to delays, when
extra demand impacts it can be puzzling as why it has happened, rather than seen as an
inevitable consequence of earlier actions.

Purchasing Social Care beds by hospitals can be much more expensive than beds
bought from social care under block contracts [38–40] and can also result in more variable
quality of care. The cost of spot purchases also adds further to budget deficits.

The important point about archetype 3 is that it impacts directly on (interlocks with)
variables which were the fundamental drivers of archetype 1. There is a double impact on
achievement with investment reducing and demand increasing.

Again, the question might be raised as to whether there is a solution loop for this
archetype, perhaps associated with providing help in the community to support early
discharges and unmet need. Ironically, this would require more Social Care, the shortage of
which caused the problems in the first place.

5.4. The Composite Picture

Figure 10 shows a composite picture of the 3 cascaded and interlocking archetypes, all
on one page and without any crossed lines.

Whilst still complex, the structure of each individual generic archetype can be recog-
nised in Figure 10, comprising opportunities/threats, actions and unintended consequences.
The picture captures the phases of the coping strategies (patient absorption and patient
expulsion/exclusion) and conveys the barriers and time delays conspiring to mask the
unintended consequences in the early stages of action. In the composite picture it is also
perhaps easier to see some of the feedback effects through the whole picture, rather than
just within each archetype.

The key point, and a core point about interlocking archetypes, is that not only is
archetype 1 inhibited by its own unintended consequence (delayed discharges), but this
leads to a series of cascaded reactions which have implications for patients, staff and costs
that undermine its achievement even more.

Figure 10 also includes the solution links and the message hopefully communicated
is that investment in social care by government of Health in the form of Integrated Care
Systems has the potential to both reduce delayed hospital discharges (direct cost saving),
but to greatly reduce the use of coping strategies and congestion (indirect cost saving).
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The financial costs of coping strategies are yet to be assessed but are underway and
indications are that these could be much greater than a modest social care investment
increase in the first place. However, financial costs pale into insignificance compared with
the loss of efficacy and increased risk of patient illness and death arising from congestion.
Additionally, eliminating the need for coping strategies would bring much-needed stress
relief to both clinical and nursing staff.
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6. Benefits and Limitations of the Cascaded Archetype Approach

Whilst feedback loops do not in themselves provide definitive quantitative solutions
to problems, they are very important at each stage of system dynamics modelling. They
are useful both for conceptualising models and to extract insights from them. The idea of
alternating between these two modes to develop models and thinking makes maximum use
of both attributes. The work here has extrapolated early quantitative modelling results into
a broad and succinct hypothesis, capable of drawing attention for further testing, which is
already starting. Qualitative thinking is particularly important when some consequences
in the situation described, such as mortality are intangible.

Cascaded archetypes enable complex feedback structures to be easily understood at
a high level of aggregation and are proving useful to explain interconnections between
Health and Social Care. Whether this is true in other domains is yet to be seen, but they
have the potential to be helpful wherever obvious solutions prove elusive and informal
strategies dominate system performance.

7. Conclusions

This paper has created a hypothesis that indicates that additional spending on Social
Care, either by the government or Health (NHS) to reduce hospital-delayed discharges
could bring very significant benefits to hospital management, staff and patients. It suggests
that health spending on social care though Integrated Care Systems can be justified not only
in the direct cost savings of expensive hospital beds, but by the indirect and wide-ranging
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benefits and savings associated with reducing hospital congestion. Whilst no specific
integrated care initiatives are defined, it is recommended that linking Integrated Care
Systems generally to relieving coping strategies and communicating the wider savings in a
compelling manner could boost the case for and number and shape of the initiatives.

Methodologically, the paper has suggested that individual generic two-loop system
archetypes can be usefully deployed collectively to improve the clarity of communication
and storytelling of complex issues and to explain why unintended consequences occur.
This is achieved by decomposing complex causal loop maps into recognisable and under-
standable structures. The process is particularly apposite to situations where the solution
links of individual archetypes can be very difficult to implement and reactive actions by
multiple stakeholders dominate.

It is suggested that further research is necessary to explore the full potential and
limitations of the approaches described in other contexts and involving other types and
combinations of generic archetypes. The generic nature of the method could have wide
application in other systems where capacity constraints inhibit achievement and informal
strategies need to be surfaced.
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